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Operation Manual
Thank you very much for buying SHOW UP product.
SHOW UP Neon Color consists of two-component coating and its ingredients are different from imports so that it stops color steps
much more than conventional other neon products even though general neon color tends to be thought of as a color that easily
causes color steps.
Base color should be white if you focus the coloring and base color should be similar colors if you mind color steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Take a choice the number within of 500~800 of sandpapers for finishing the surface preparation.
Paint the base color after finishing the surface preparation. It is ordinal to take a choice white color because of
preventing color steps. But the light stability will be much better and you can avoid risks like color unevenness to paint
the similar colors as the base color.
Paint Neon Color after painting the base color. Finish spray painting Neon Color approximately 3~5 times because it is
good of the concealment. Neon Color is one set of Neon and hardener. 85% of Neon and 15% of hardener has to be
diluted by urethane thinner of 20~30% of Neon.
Finish painting Neon Color and paint top coat clear.
Polish a surface clean as usual after it dries.

dilution ratio of 1Kg set of Neon Color
Neon
850ｇ

Hardener
150g

Urethane thinner
20~30%

Cautions
When you handle this product, make sure to use rubber gloves and glasses to protect your skin and eyes.
In case it gets into your eyes, wash them with running water thoroughly and see a doctor.
In case it comes into contact with your skin, please wash it thoroughly until the slimy feeling is gone.
If you feel pain and something amiss, ask a doctor for instruction.
After use, make sure to close the lid firmly and leave it where it dark and cold, away from the direct sun.
Please keep it away from young children.
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